Abstract. Large knowledge bases integrating different domains can provide a foundation for new applications in biology such as data mining or automated reasoning. The traditional approach to the construction of such knowledge bases is manual and therefore extremely time consuming. The ubiquity of the internet now makes large-scale community collaboration for the construction of knowledge bases, such as the successful online encyclopedia "Wikipedia", possible.
Background
Recent technology developments have lead to the availability of genome sequence and annotation data for a wide variety of species. More than twelve mammalian and thousands of non-mammalian genomes have been sequenced and are publicly available. Large volumes of biological data including sequences, structures, functions, pathways and networks are now available. One of the major challenges in the field of bioinformatics is to store and represent this data in a way which enables researchers to analyze data integrated from diverse domains [1] [2] [3] .
Understanding the relationship between phenotype (identifiable traits) and genotype (heritable information), and the influence of environmental factors on both, remains a major research area. The interaction between various factors resulting in the phenotype is highly complex and requires a detailed understanding of multiple areas of biology. Among these, gene function is considered central.
One approach to solve the problem of representing and structuring data about genes and gene products is the Gene Ontology [4] . In its current release, the Gene Ontology has more than 19000 concepts. Each concept names either a molecular function, or a biological process to which a gene product is associated, or the location of the gene product within the cell. The concepts are linked by two relations, part-of and is-a. Both relations satisfy the transitivity property (the statement, that if some gene is associated with a category it is also associated with all the linked super-categories) 1 . The Gene Ontology is maintained by a team of curators and relies heavily on input from the community for its content and correctness. Linking gene products to the GO is performed independently for various databases and model organisms. While the GO provides information about genes that have certain functions, or which are known to be in some way associated with a function, process or cellular component, it does not provide a review of the research and discussions leading to this hypothesis -information which is crucial in the analysis of the function of a gene product and in discussing it in context with previous assumptions.
While the current biological databases and ontologies provide information about many features of a gene, the discussion of hypotheses regarding the biological function is missing. Wang [5] raised the question whether this problem could be solved by a wiki similar to wikipedia [6] . In his opinion the striking advantage of a wiki is the implicit community involvement. He concludes that "[A] wiki on gene function, which utilizes the collective brain power of biologists around the world, would be an invaluable tool for biological sciences."
The Application of Wikis and the Need for Structure
Wang's idea to use a wiki for the collaborative work on a comprehensive description of the function of genes is inspired by the success story of the online encyclopedia Wikipedia. A recent comparison of the traditional to the Wikipedia way of gathering information shows that this approach is competitive [7] . While these results are encouraging and show that the idea has potential, we see one major obstacle to this approach: the users of Wikipedia use the encyclopedia in a more or less traditional way to find information about one keyword (and relevant further articles by following links) while large scale analyzes in biology require the extraction of information regarding many items at the same time in a format suitable for computation. We propose the use of an extended semantic wiki as suitable for addressing these issues and providing data in biologically relevant formats. In this semantic wiki, instances or concepts (which are instances of some meta-category "concept") are treated as wiki pages and relationships between them are treated as hyperlinks between wiki pages.
Furthermore, since ontologies play a major role in the description of data about genes, the structure of existing ontologies must be compatible with the wiki. Therefore, a semantic wiki will allow for the description of information about transcripts and for the collaborative development of a biomedical knowledge base which is used for describing transcripts and other biological entities. In this paper, we will call this wiki the "gene function wiki".
Semantic Wikis
In order to enable the users of the gene function wiki to extract the contents in a machine readable format, the syntax of the standard wiki page has to be enhanced. Many wikis which use a formal model to represent content have been developed in recent years. Most of these semantic wikis use Semantic Web technology (OWL and RDF) as their underlying representation formalism. For our purposes, semantic wikis can be divided into two main categories: ontology editors with features to support collaboration or transactions [8, 9] , and wikis which are extended to allow for the semantic annotation of links or attributes [10] [11] [12] [13] . The first often support more expressive constructs, such as OWL-DL, and are intended for users who have experience in the creation and use of ontologies and knowledge bases and are interested in the collaborative features, while the latter support RDF and rarely more expressive formalisms, and tend to be focused on users with a main interest in adding semantic context to the edited text.
The gene function wiki is intended for use by biologists with limited knowledge of formal logic, the Semantic Web or ontologies. It is therefore vital to keep the front-end intuitive, while representing the complexity of interactions between genes. Intuitive and commonsense ways for knowledge acquisition are of major importance if the application is to be widely adopted.
Requirements
We summarize here the requirements for building a gene function wiki. First, it must be possible to use and represent the structure of ontologies in the wiki in a way which can be queried rapidly. For example, a query for all the genes which are involved in apoptosis in neural crest cells relies heavily on the structure and semantics of the relations in the Gene Ontology [4] and the Celltype Ontology [14] , and requires a structured representation of the information in our wiki describing gene functions.
A different type of formal information is necessary to answer questions about the exact way in which a gene is taking part in a biological process, i.e., whether the gene product just supports the function, or if it is an integral part of the chemical reaction. We need to be able to distinguish between a gene product which participates in a process from one which results from it. Ontologies such as the Ontology of Functions [15, 16] require n-ary relations, so queries for the exact role a gene product plays in a relation are relevant. We may want to restrict these queries even further, for example by requesting a specific author or evidence. All this requires a way to add structured information to the wiki and well-defined semantics for the relations and attributes used. Furthermore, access to the relations used in biomedical ontologies and their semantics are needed to represent and query the description of gene functions.
Because a major part of the knowledge which is developed is represented as text, the use of a simple frontend is essential to the application. We will therefore extend a semantic wiki to be adapted specifically to the problem at hand, since none of the existing prototypes satisfies our needs.
In addition to the use of existing biomedical ontologies in the description of the functions of genes and gene products, new concepts which are not yet part of any biomedical knowledge base may be required to describe the functionality of a gene, and it must be possible to add them to the wiki and interrelate them with the existing biomedical ontologies. Therefore, another application for the gene function wiki will be the use as a collaborative ontology and knowledge base curation system [17] . For this task, it is crucial to provide intuitive ways to enter semantic content in the wiki, and to implement automatic checks for logical errors.
Finally, it must be possible to describe concepts as well as individuals in the gene function wiki. Concepts are used to categorize findings in an experiment, which is an individual. Also, annotating some experiment requires the description of individuals, while the conclusions are often abstractions and generalizations, therefore concepts.
Representation Language
Most semantic wikis allow only for the representation of binary relations, due to the restriction of the RDF format to binary relations. However, many relations in biomedicine, such as the annotation relation, can take more arguments. What is needed is an intuitive way to model n-ary relations in a semantic wiki. This can be done by keeping the original understanding of the semantic relations, as a typed link to another page in the wiki, but adding argument slots to the relation, which may be filled by arguments of an appropriate type (further discussed later on).
OWL and RDF
OWL and RDF are specifications for a metadata model maintained by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C). RDF allows one to make statements about things in the form of subject -predicate -object triples, where the subject is the resource which is described, the relation represents a specific aspect of this resource, and the object is the value of the relationship.
OWL is an extension of RDF, and can be used to share and publish ontologies. OWL comes in three flavors, OWL-Lite, OWL-DL and OWL-Full. The expressive power of OWL-DL is equivalent to the description logic S HOIN(D), and the expressive power of OWL-Lite to S HIF(D) [18] .
It is possible to reify statements made in RDF, and treat them as a new resource. This can be used to introduce n-ary relations. It is further possible to introduce a concept in OWL that takes n attributes as an n-ary relation in OWL. This can be used to export our data model, which is described later, to OWL.
Relations and Roles
K. Devlin [19] describes a model for relationships which is close to the everyday use of relations in, for example, natural language expressions, and which meets our requirements. Relations in [19] are specified by means of a name and named argument roles, which are slots in which objects of a specified type can be placed. It is possible to omit arguments in a use of the relation. However, a minimality condition is defined for each relation, defining which argument slots must be filled in order for a relation to be meaningful. For example, the relation partO f could be described as < partO f |part, whole, context > or the relation eats as < eats|eater, eatenOb ject, means, location, time > where means denotes the means used to eat (such as a knife). The statement "John eats an apple now" would be represented as eats, eater John, eatenOb ject apple, time t now . Note that the means and location argument roles are unfilled. A minimality condition here could state that either the eater or the ob jectEaten must be filled. These argument roles will also restrict the type of object which may fill the role, as we will discuss in section 4.
RDF can be integrated in this view: for some RDF triple sub ject, predicate, ob ject, we can define the relation < relation, sub ject, ob ject >. The relationship model we use is similar to UML associations [20] and topic maps [21, 22] . Our representation of the structure of relations is also close to the account on roles given in [23, 24] . We will show this similarity in the discussion of our data-model in section 5.
Ontological Type System
Part of the strategy which lead to the success of wikis is that they leave their users a maximum of liberty; there is no structure in a wiki except for the one provided by the users of the wiki. We, however, want to use a wiki for the creation of a structured knowledge base, in a domain in which rich representations of structures exist in the form of ontologies. In this section, we address the question how to add such a structure without limiting the ability a user has to edit information in the gene function wiki. Instead we wish to provide an easy reference to the structure which is available in the wiki itself, and to structures which have been developed outside the wiki and will be used to annotate content of the wiki, such as the Gene Ontology.
But first, let us collect some examples of what kind of structure we talk about. Biological processes in the Gene Ontology, for example, are related using two relations, part-of and is-a. Additionally, conceptualizations and formalizations of the most general entities in biology are developed [25, 26] . Some of these conceptualizations are new and still need to gain wide acceptance in the biological community [15] , but others such as the need for the concepts of "function", "process" and "localization" as included in the Gene Ontology are accepted throughout the scientific biological community. At least the terminology and structure that the Gene Ontology provides must be usable for the description of the gene products.
We provide a structural layer of the wiki in the form of a biomedical core ontology. This core ontology gives natural language and formal definitions of the most general biomedical concepts, such as biological process, biological function, or organism. Additionally, the core ontology defines relations between these concepts, for example a relation Realizes between processes, functions, and objects. Furthermore, it defines the upper categories of all the biomedical domain-ontologies which are used in conjunction with the wiki.
Since a core ontology is a rigorous yet abstract formalization of the entities and relations of a domain, all of the (semantic) information in the wiki can be embedded in the core ontology. Making a general set of relations available leads to less redundancy in the definition of new relations. For example, the relation is-a could also be named subclass-of, specialization-of, or subsumed-by. By providing one relation in the core ontology, all these names will be derivates of this one relation, which has been formally defined.
Furthermore, the core ontology can be used as a type system for the relations and concepts in the gene function wiki as described in [27] . For example, a relation hasfunction could be specified as relating only biological functions, biological objects, and a context. With concepts in the gene function wiki that have types, two things can be done whenever some concepts are related using the has-function relation: (1) verifying whether the arguments of this relation are of the type which is specified by the has-function relation, and (2) automatically classifying the arguments of the relation as arguments of the appropriate type.
As an example of what can be done, assume that a hasCellFunction relation was defined in the following way, where the arguments are specified as (role, type) tuples, and cell, bioFunction, and situation are concepts defined in the core ontology:
A concept (wiki page) A which occurs in the bearer role of this relation is automatically classified as a cell, and inherits all properties of cells that are defined in the core ontology (such as the potential to be part of some tissue) and the ontologies which are embedded in the core ontology (such as the existence of a part which is a membrane as defined in the Gene Ontology). If the same concept A occurs in a different relation filling a role which is typed as organism, A is reclassified as cell organism, a mono-cellular organism (e.g., a bacteria).
Also, if cells in the core ontology were defined as a superclass of things which have as part a nucleus, and the concept A in the wiki had a nucleus as part, then A can be classified as cell.
This type system can also be used for information retrieval: using the core ontology, it is possible to query for all the processes to which a gene is associated.
We use the core ontology GFO-Bio [26] which is based on the top-level ontology General Formal Ontology [28] (GFO). This is particular useful because the GFO includes a well-developed analysis of ontological categories such as universals, concepts and symbols. Symbols play an important role in the description of genes, DNA or RNA. Although the GFO is a top-level ontology which is formalized in first order logic, an OWL-DL version is available for conceptual modeling purposes. GFO-Bio, which is based on the GFO, is available in OWL-DL as well.
Data-Model
In addition to storage for the text in the wiki articles, we need an additional place to store the semantic data, similar to other semantic wikis [10] .
A UML diagram of the data model is shown in figure 1 . What can be seen is the distinction between concepts on the left hand side, and their instances -individualson the other. Relations can be defined as concepts by a relation name and a number of role-type pairs. The type of a role can be a disjunctive type, which is the reason for the n : m relationship between roles and types. Roles are bound to one relation and cannot be reused.
On the other side are instances. Instances of relations -called relators in the General Formal Ontology (GFO) [28] -can be split into instances of roles, called qua-individuals in [29] , which are played by objects. In the terminology of [24, 23] , roles -here represented in the argument table -are dependent on a context (the instance of the relation, or the relator) and a player (the object). These constraints are represented as restrictions on the cardinality of the relation arguments have to objects and relators.
Discussion and Future Research
There are still many problems which require a solution. Although there are some biomedical core ontologies already available, none of them has ever been applied as discussed in our proposal. It is to be expected that in addition to the concepts of the biomedical domain, concepts which are not part of this domain must be added. Types such as numbers, coordinates, strings, author names, et cetera are not a part of the current core ontologies for biomedicine, but will be required for application in the wiki. Another question is how far the idea we discussed here could be generalized to other domains. It is tempting to use the same architecture for other domains such as chemistry, physics or even social sciences, by adding different core ontologies for other domains, and embed them into the same top-level ontology, GFO. However, it remains open, whether interesting parts of other domains can be formalized with the language we provide, or if richer formalisms are required. For example, the core ontology of mathematics is set theory. But formalizing interesting theorems requires a rich -and undecidable -language. In biology, useful information can be formalized in languages that can never express logical inconsistencies, e.g. in the Gene Ontology [4] , and is therefore particularily suited for collaborative knowledge aquisition. A similar problem arises if the type system was reduced to a top-level ontology such as the GFO [28] , in order to modify the core ontology itself. The language in which the core ontology is formalized is at least description logic, and despite the fact that the language to formalize this knowledge would become highly complex, the problem of how to treat inconsistencies arises and ways to resolve these must be found.
Another issue to be solved before a gene function wiki could become successful is that of trust in the information in such a wiki. The advantage of the ontologies provided by a consortium is that domain and ontology experts collaborated in the creation of these ontologies which results in a high quality for them. A way to solve this in a wiki is to use a confidence or reputation system for the users of the wiki. However, the representation of this confidence in the knowledge model is problematic: it may result in fuzzy truth values for parts of the ontology [30] , which would have to be defuzzicated for most applications. We also consider a web-of-trust approach [31] where users can trust particular users, e.g., ontology experts, and obtain a view on the knowledge in the wiki based on their choice of whom to trust. However, it remains open what the neutral perspective on the wiki [32] would be, as this would divide the wiki in a number of personal knowledge bases, different for each user depending on whom she trusts.
Finally, the integration of external databases and ontologies may require modifications on automated reasoners. Many ontologies which exist at present are formalized using a trivial knowledge representation language, often based on directed acyclic graphs. Reasoning on these structures is highly efficient, which is necessary as these ontologies tend to have a large number of concepts. Ontologies formalized in description logic, on the other hand, require more sophisticated reasoners which are much less efficient, while they usually have much fewer concepts. For efficiency, it would be beneficial to employ a hybrid reasoner which uses the most efficient reasoning algorithm for each part of the knowledge base. E.g., it performs a graph search on a directed acyclic graph and reuses the results from this query when performing queries which require the core ontology (which is formalized in description logic), while preserving the semantics and definitions which are given by the integration of the domain ontologies in the core ontology.
Conclusion
Let us revisit what we have discussed so far. First, we argued that a wiki can be enhanced by semantic relations, and that this addition is necessary for our application in order to search for genes and other biological entities, automatically check consistency, classify and group genes together, and for the integration with other knowledge bases. Second, we introduced our data model for storing the semantic content of the wiki, using n-ary relations.
Finally, a type system which is based on a formal core ontology for bio-medicine is beneficial. Because the information in the gene function wiki is highly structured due to the representation of semantic relations, it is necessary to provide the most general building blocks of the semantic content in the wiki. We will use the types provided by the core ontology as type system for the assertion of semantic relations. We can use a top-level ontology as foundation for the biomedical core ontology in order to allow the content of the gene function wiki to be used in a wider scientific context -such as chemistry.
In summary we have discussed requirements and some theoretical aspects of the implementation of a gene function wiki which we believe may provide new insights for biologists, as well as the Semantic Web and the wiki community. A work-in-progress, prototypical implementation, which, however, may not be (fully) functional, can be found for evaluation purposes on http://onto.eva.mpg.de/bowiki.
An implementation of a gene function wiki has the potential to provide a powerful tool for the annotation of gene data in biology. Additionally, the integration of formal ontologies and wikis may lead to new applications for wikis and ontologies in areas where their use has been rather limited until now. Further, using the framework introduced here for curation and maintainance of biomedical ontologies will enable the possibility to use information and ontology extraction methods from computer linguistics in order to create prototypical ontologies, or to generally make ontology curation and annotation faster and cost-efficient [33] .
With the rapid growth of biological knowledge increasingly sophisticated methods are needed in order to close the gaps in storing, processing and representing this knowledge. Using a wiki for these purposes is far more than just an appealing idea. The needs of researchers force us to consider novel approaches such as data organization using ontologies, and data mining combined with reasoning over the given facts.
